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Readiness and failure semantics are studied in the setting of ACP (algebra of communicating processes). A
model of process graphs modulo readiness resp. failure equivalence is constructed, and an equational
axiom system is presented which is complete for this graph model. An explicit representation of the graph
model is given, the failure model, whose elements are failure sets. Furthermore, a characterisation of failure
equivalence is obtained as the maximal congruence which is consistent with trace semantics. By suitably
restricting the communication format in ACP, this result is shown to carry over to Milner's CCS and Hoare's
CSP. In the above we restrict ourselves to finite processes without r-steps. At the end of the paper a comment is made on- the situation for infinite processes with r-steps: notably we obtain that failure semantics is
incompatible with Koomen's fair abstraction rule, a proof principle based on the notion of bisimulation.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the failure semantics for communicating processes as introduced in
BROOKES, HOARE & ROSCOE [9] (see also ROUNDS & BROOKES [18]). This notion of failure semantics
is based on the assumption that all possible knowledge about a process takes the form of a set of
pairs [o,X] where o is a trace (linear history) of events (actions) in which the process has engaged in
cooperation with its environment and where x is a set of events which are impossible after (J. Thus
failure semantics can be seen as a linear trace semantics enriched by "local branching information".
Two further semantic models of processes will play an auxiliary role in our paper: Milner's model
based on the notion of observational equivalence [14] or bisimulation (see PARK [17]) and the readiness
semantics described in OLDEROG & HOARE [16]. Processes which are equivalent in the sense of bisimulation semantics are also failure equivalent, but failure semantics identifies more processes. Intermediate between bisimulation and failure semantics is the readiness semantics; here positive information
(a. Y) is given about a process: Y is a set of possible actions after the history a.
Related to the study of failure semantics which was done in BROOKES, HOARE & RoscoE [9] and
BROOKES [8] in the context of CSP (Communicating Sequential Processes. see [12. 13]) is the work of
DE NICOLA & HENNESSY [10] where some equivalences. based on the notion of test, are introduced,
one of which coincides on a class of simple expressions with failure equivalence. The work of [10]
I. *) The research of J.A. Bergstra and J.W. K.lop is partially supported by ESPRIT project 432: Meteor.
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takes place in the context of CCS, Milner's Calculus of Communicating Systems. Connections
between CCS and CSP as regards failure semantics, were given by BROOKES [8].
Most of the work just mentioned was carried out in a context where both recursion and hiding
(abstraction from silent T-steps) were present. This combination has complicated matters significantly.
The aim of our paper is therefore to investigate the "pure" failure semantics without recursion and hiding (except for an interesting digression in its final section where the intricate interplay of these
phenomena is highlighted). Our context will be ACP, the axiomatic system for the Algebra of Communicating Processes as introduced and studied in the series [1-7]. 1 As we shall see, one advantage of
this choice is that the different communication concepts of CSP and CCS can be treated in a uniform
way. (Cf. also MILNER [15] and WINSKEL [19].) In fact, to achieve this uniformity we will work here
with a mild extension of ACP where renaming operators are present. This system is called ACPr and
displayed in Table I. Note that ACPr is purely equational and, for a finite alphabet A of actions, it is
a finite axiom system.
It turns out that in our restricted setting readiness and failure semantics have a neat axiomatisation,
by means of two equations Rl,2 which on top of ACPr yield readiness semantics, and a "saturation"
axiom S which when added to ACPr + R 1,2 yields failure semantics. ACPr alone corresponds to
bisimulation semantics. These results are established in the first part of the paper. In Sections 1-3 we
construct models for these axiom systems, starting from a domain of finite process graphs on which
equivalences e.=~R·=~ (bisimulation equivalence, readiness equivalence, failure equivalence) are
divided out. Next, in Section 4, the axiom systems for these quotient structures are presented and
shown to be complete. The extra axioms Rl,2 and S are not new; in a form disguised by many T's
they appear already in BROOKES [8], and they are derivable from the axioms given in DE NICOLA &
HENNESSY (10] (see our comparison in Remark 7.2.3). The definitions of e.=~.=~ are also standard. What seems new in out treatment is the strategy of the completeness proofs by means of a
decomposition of e•==0l•=~ on process graphs in a small number of very simple process graph
transformations (Section 3).
So we obtain a "graph model" for ACPr satisfying failure semantics. In Section 5, an explicit
representation of this graph model, called the failure model is constructed directly from the failure sets.
This links our work with that of BROOKES, HOARE & RoscoE [9]. The graph model and the failure
model are shown to be isomorphic. Section 6 connects our work with CCS and CSP by formulating
their communication concepts as a restriction of the general communication format in ACPr. This
serves as a preparation for Section 7 where we show that under this restriction failure equivalence is
the maximal trace respecting congruence. The proof of this result uses the readiness semantics as a
"stepping stone" towards failure equivalence. Though the proof techniques resemble somewhat the
notion of testing in DE NICOLA & HENNESSY [10] (see Remark 7.2.3), this simple characterisation of
failure equivalence seems new.
The paper concludes in Section 8 with a digression in which processes under failure semantics are

I. (lbis paper is in principle self-contained, but the survey (6) will help the understanding. All papers [1-7) contain some material referred to in the sequel; the advised process for reading them would be, in the process notation of these papers:
((61L 7)-(2 + 3)-4· I )115. That is. (6) and [7) can be considered in parallel. taking the first part from [6]. followed by a choice of
[2) and [3]. followed by [4] and [I

J;

[5) can be read rather independently.)
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x+y=y+x
x +(Y +z)=(x +y)+z
x+x=x
(x +y)z =xz +vz
(xy)z =x(Yz)
x+o=x
ox=o

A2

A3
A4
AS
A6
A7

(alb)lc=al(blc)
ola=o

Cl
C2
C3

x l[y =x [Ly + y llx + x ly
a[Lx=ax
(ax)lly =a(xl[y)

CMI
CM2
CM3

(x +y)[Lz =x[Lz +y[Lz
(ax)lb =(a lb)x
a l(bx)=(a lb)x
(ax)l(by)=(a lb)(xl[y)
(x +y)lz=x lz +y lz
x l(Y +z)=x ly +x lz

CM4
CMS
CM6
CM7
CMS
CM9

oH(a)=a if a r£.H
aH(a)=o if a EH
OH(X +y)=oH(x)+oH(Y)
OH(xy )= OH(X )·()H(Y)

DI
D2
D3
D4

aH(b)=b if br£.H
aH(b)=a if bEH
aH(x +y)=aH(x)+aH(Y)
aH(xy) = aH(x )·aH(Y)

RNI
RN2
RN3
RN4

alb=bla

TABLE

Al

I. Algebra of communicating processes with renaming. Here a,b range over the set
A 11 (=A U {o}) of atomic processes or actions; or£.A is a constant denoting deadlock; x,y,z
range over the set of all processes which includes A 8 and is closed under the binary operations +,.,ll,[L, I and the unary operations aH,aH where Hc;;;;,A. See Section 1.2 for further

explanation.
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considered in the context of recursion and hiding. The main point made here is that the proof principle KFAR (Koomen's fair abstraction rule), which is important in system verification and which can be
justified in bisimulation semantics, is not valid in any extension of (finite) failure semantics. As far as
we know this observation, which is supported by deriving a formal inconsistency, is new.
We conclude this introduction with a table of contents.
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1. THE

DOMAIN

IHl6 OF FINITE ACYCLIC PROCESS GRAPHS

In order to build a 'graph model' for the axiomatisation ACPr (see Introduction, Table 1) which
moreover satisfies failure semantics, we start with introducing a domain of process graphs (IHl 6)
enriched with a number of operations +,.,11,ll, l,on,an corresponding to the operators in ACPr. It
should be emphasized that this structure IHl6(+,.,ll,ll, l,on,an) is not yet a model of ACPr; it
becomes so after dividing out a suitable equivalence on IHl 6 (which of course should be a· congruence
w.r.t. the operations). For example, dividing out bisimulation equivalence (as defined in section 2.3
below) yields a model of ACPr; in fact one that is isomorphic to the initial model of ACPr. This is
however not the matter that concerns us in this paper. What we are interested in, is the quotient
structure obtained by dividing out readiness equivalence resp. failure equivalence (defined below in
2.2): that is what we will call (in analogy with 'term model') the graph model for ACPr satisfying
readiness semantics resp. failure semantics.

I. I. Finite acyclic process graphs in a-normal form
A process graph over a set is a rooted, directed multigraph whose edges are labeled by elements of
this set. Let IHI be collection of finite acyclic process graphs over the alphabet A 6 =A U{a} consisting
of actions a,b, ... EA and the constant a denoting deadlock. We will work in the sequel with IHl 6 klHI,
the subset of a-normal process graphs. A process graph gelHI is a-normal if whenever an edge
6

0---70
occurs in g, then the node s has outdegree 1 and the node t has outdegree 0. In anthropomorphic terminology, let us say that an edge~is an ancestor of~if it is possible to move along edges
from t to s'; likewise the latter edge will be called a descendant of the former. Edges having the same
begin node are brothers. So, a process graph g is a-normal if all its 8-edges have no brothers and no
descendants.
Note that for gelHI the ancestor relation is a partial order on the set of edges of g.
We will now associate to a process graph g E IHI a unique g' in 8-normal form, by the following procedure:
(1) nondeterministic 8-removal is the elimination of a 8-edge having at least one brother,
6

(2) 8-shift of a 8-edg~in g consists of deleting this edge, creating a fresh node t' and adding
6

the edge©----KD
Now it is not hard to see that the procedure of repeatedly applying (in arbitrary order) (1), (2) in g
will lead to a unique graph g' which is 8-normal; this g' is the 8-normal form of g. It is understood
that pieces of the graph which have become disconnected from the root, are discarded.
I. I. I Example.

- ( I)

-

( 21

a

(!)

a

-

=g'.
a

h

6

b

6
c

Fig. I.
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1.2. Operations on process graphs.
On IHl 6 we define the operations +,-,11,lL l,ClH, as in [3,6], and moreover renaming operators aH. For
the sake of completeness we repeat the definitions briefly:
(i) the sum g + h is the graph obtained by identifying the roots of g,h and taking the 8-normal form
6

(this is necessary if g or h is the graph -0--() ).
(ii) the product g·h is obtained by appending h at all terminal nodes which are not terminal nodes of
a 8-step;
(iii) the merge gllh consists of the 8-normal form of the process graph obtained as the cartesian product of g,h, augmented with diagonal edges for successful communications;
(iv) the left-merge gllh is the subgraph of gllh where an initial step must be one from g;
(v) the communication merge g Ih is the subgraph of gllh where an initial step must be a communication result of an initial step in g and an initial step in h;
(vi) the encapsulation oH(g) is the result of renaming all (labels of) steps in H <;;;,A by 8, and taking
the 8-normal form.
(vii) the renaming aH(g) is the result of renaming all (labels of) steps in H <;;;,A by a. We have renamings aH for each a EA.

1.2.1 Example.

Let g be~and h :~.Let the communication function
b

6

I :A 6 XA s~A 6 be such that a Ic = e and b Id=f, all other communications equal 8. Then:
(i) g+h =

~
c

d

c

(ii)g·h=

d

~o

~

(iii) gllh = the 8 -n.f. of

(iv) glLh =

(v)glh=

b

(vi) Clca,dJ(g)=

6

~

7
c

0

~

2.

EQUIVALENCES ON PROCESS GRAPHS

Though in this paper our main interest is for the ready equivalence and failure equivalence, we also
will consider trace equivalence and bisimulation equivalence. In this section these notions are introduced and compared. At the end of the section the concept of a convexly saturated process graph is
introduced, which illuminates the relationship between ready and failure equivalence and which will
play an important role in establishing the completeness of the axiom systems for ready resp. failure
equivalence presented in Section 4.

2.1. Trace equivalence
Let gelHl 8 • Then ueA8 is a trace of g if there is a path in g from the root of g to a terminal node
such that u is the word formed by concatenating the labels in the consecutive steps in the path. The
set of all traces of g is trace (g).
Notation: if g,hEIHla theng-,rh means: trace (g)= trace (h).
2.2. Ready equivalence and failure equivalence.
We will distinguish four types of nodes of gelHl 8 •
(i) End nodes of 8-steps in g are improper.
(ii) Begin nodes of 8-steps are called deadlock nodes.
(iii) Termination nodes of g other than those in (i) are successful termination nodes.
(iv) Non-terminal nodes which are not deadlock nodes.
The successor set of node s as in (ii) is, by definition, 0. The successor set of a node s as in (iv) is
the set of labels EA of edges with begin node s. A note as in (i) or (iii) has no successor set.
Let s 0 be the root of g. Then each path in g starting from s 0 and ending in a proper node (i.e. not
of type (i)), determines a word (or history) uEA *.The trivial path of zero steps determines the empty
word f. We call u a successful trace if it is determined by a path from s 0 to a successful termination
node. So o is a trace as in 1.3 not ending in 8.
Now (u,X) where oEA •, X !:A is a ready pair of g if there is a path from root s 0 to some proper
node s which is not a successful termination node, with history o and X as· the successor set of s. The
ready set of g is the set of all ready pairs of g together with all successful traces. Notation: 01.[g].
The failur!!... set of g, notation: ~g], is defined as follows. If {o,X)e0l.[g], then [u, Y] is a /~lure pair
of g if Y !: X, and Y is called a refusal set. Here and in the sequel we use the notation: X =A - X.
Now ~g] is the set of all failure pairs of g, together (again) with the successful traces of g. Thus we
have:
01.[g] = { o I u is successful traceofg} U {(o,X)l(o,X)isreadypairofg}

~g] = { o I oissuccessful traceofg} U {[o, Y]I Y !:Xforsome(o,X)e0l.[g]}.
Note that 8 does not appear anywhere in 01.[g] and

~g].
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2.2.1 Example. Consider gas in Figure 3; at each node its type (i)-(iv) is indicated. Moreover the
table contains the contribution of each node to the failure and ready set of g.

s3

(iii)

FIGURE 3

So
SJ

S2
S3

'iil[gD
(t:,{a,b})
(a, 0)
(a, {c})
b

'?J[g]
[t:,Y],YkA -{a,b}
[a,Y],YkA
[a,Y],YkA -{c}
b

ac

ac

S4

S5

2.2.2. Example. (i) Let 8 be the graph consisting of one 8-step. Then 'iil[8]={(t:, 0)} and '9[8]=
{[t:,Y]!Y kA }.
(ii) Let a EA . Then 'iil[a] = {(t:, {a }),a} and '?J[a] = {a} U {[t:, Y]I Y kA - {a}}.
(iii)
Let
a8
be
the
graph~ .
Then
'iil[a8]={(t:,{a}),(a, 0)}
and
'?J[a8] = {[t:, YJI Y kA - {a}} u {[a,Z]jZ kA }.
2.2.3 Definition. Let g,h EIHl,s. Then:
g~h

if 'iil[g] ='iil[h]

g-GJh if '?J[g] = '?J[h ].

In words: g,h are ready equivalent resp. failure equivalent.
2.3. Bisimulation equivalence.
For the sake of completeness we include the definition of the well-known notion of a bisimulation.
2.3.1 Definition. Let g,h e1Hl 8 • Let ROOT(g), ROOT(h) denote the root of g,h and NODES(g),
NODES(h) denote the set of nodes of g,h.
ThenR kNODES(g)XNOD ES(h) is a bisimulationfrom g to h if:
(i) (ROOT(g),ROOT(h ))eR
u

u

(ii) if (s,t)E Rands ~s' (where u eA 6 ) is an edge in g, then (s',t')E R for some t' such that t--+ t'.
u
u
(iii) if (s,t)ER and t~t' (where ueA 6 ) is an edge in h, then (s',t')eR for some s' such that s-.+s'.
Notation: gt'th (g,h are bisimulation equivalent, or bisimilar) if there is a bisimulation from g to h (or

vice versa).
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As we want to model the axiom 8·x =8 later on, we profit here from the fact that only 8-normal process graphs are considered. Otherwise the definition of bisimulation would be more involved.

2.4. Comparing the equivalences.
It is not hard to compare the four equivalences ,..,,,,

='iit•-'!f and~:

for g,h elHl 8 we have

g~h ==> g=q.,h ==> g='!fh ==> g""'trh

and in general none of these implications can be reversed as some of the following examples (2.4. l)
show. Lemma 2.5.5 states a sufficient condition for reversing the second implication.
In the sequel we will prove (Proposition 4.2.3) that =q., and ='If are congruences w.r.t. the operations defined above in 1.2. Also ~ is a congruence; see [3], Theorem 2.5 for the more complicated
situation where T-steps are present. Trace equivalence however is not a congruence w.r.t. these operations, as the following example shows.
Let C[~ be the context a{b,c}(~llc), and let a,b,b 0 ,c,c 0 be atoms with communications
b Ib =b , c Ic =c 0 and all other communications resulting in 8. Consider the trace equivalent processes
a(b +c) and ab+ac. Then C[a(b +c)]=ac 0=Fa8+ac 0 =C[ab +ac].
ExAMPLE.
0

ExAMl>LES.

(i)

A
(ii)

(iii)

.(),
(;\

0

(iv)

d

FIGURE 4

~
i'i?.

2T

(),

-:bi.

i'i?.

=r

~

b

i'i?.

=r

c

~

0
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2.5. Convexly saturated process graphs.

Following BROOKES [8] and DE NICOLA & HENNESSY [10] we introduce:

2.5.l. DEFINITION. 'Xe<!P(A) is convex if
(i) X,YE'X=>XUYe'X
(ii) X,YE~XeZeY ==> ZE'X.
(In particular, 0 e<!J>(A) is convex.)
DEFINITION 2.5.2. (i) Let gelHl8 and oEA •. Then g Io= { X I3(o,X)e~gD}.
(ii) g is convexly saturated (or just 'convex' or 'saturated') if g Io is convex, for all oeA *.
EXAMPLE

2.5.3. In Figure 5, g1'g 2 are not convexly saturated, but their 'convex saturations' g'i.g~

are.
g 1••.

.A

••
g 2·

b~c
FIGURE

5.

PROPOSITION 2.5.4. Let 'Xe<!J>(A) be convex, and suppose Y~~ Ye U'X. Then for all Xe'X: 'Yex.
PROOF. First we note that a convex 'X is closed under taking supersets, when relativised to U 'X. That
is, if 'X is convex, then:
(*)
Now suppose for a proof by contradiction that Y ex for some X e'X. Then X
the assumption YeU~ we have Ye'X; contradiction. D

e Y. Hence, by (*) and

LEMMA 2.5.5. Let g,h eDil 8 be convexly saturated. Then:
g_'!R,h ~g

'ifh.

PROOF. Only to prove ( ~). So, we suppose g=i:'i!h and we want to prove g:i='!fh.
We may suppose further that g,h have the same trace set, otherwise g:i=".fh is immediate. Now there
is !_ ready pair (o,X) in (say) ~gD but not in ~h]. By (o,X)e~g] we have the failure pair
[o,X]e~g]. Now consider h lo, which is by assumption convex. Since g:::. 1rh1- we have XeUh lo.
Further, (o,X)~~h] entails X ~h Io= { Xi Ii EI}. So, by Proposition 2.5.4: X eX;, for all i. But then

11
[o,XJ!l<j[h] and we have g-=i=GJh. D

3. TRANSFORMATIONS ON PROCESS GRAPHS
We now introduce four elementary transformations on process graphs EIHl 8 with the following property: the first two of them generate, when applied on gEIHl 8, all process graphs g' bisimilar tog;
further, the first three generate the ready equivalence class of g; and finally, the four together generate
the failure equivalence class of g.

3.1. The transformations double edge, sharing, cross and fork.
[i) double edge. This process graph transformation step removes in a double edge

a

~
a

(a EA) one of the edges.
$7 -c:::u? h.
Notation:
(ii) sharing. Suppose gEIHla contains two nodes s,t determining isomorphic subgraphs (g)3'(g)1 • Then
the nodes s,t may be identified. Notation: g -r:=:!;>h.
[ii]

(iii] cross. If gEIHl 8 contains a part as in Figure 6(i), edges as in Figure6«i) may be inserted:

A

A

bJ?(Jb

lb

b1

FIGURE 6.

Notation: g

~h.
[iii]

[iv) fork. Let gEIHla contain a part as in Figure 7 (i) where all successor steps bI>···,bn of the left a-step
are displayed Then a part as indicated in Figure 7 (ii) may be inserted. Notation: g ~h.
[1v]

a

b

n

FIGURE 7.

Here it is not required that all steps bh···•bn,CJ.···•cm have different end nodes. If n =I, b 1 may be 8;
likewise c 1 may be 8. In such a case, after inserting the fork we have to 8-normalise the resulting
graph again. We emphasize that a fork connects all of the successor steps of the left a-step with some
of those of the right a-step.
NOTATION
~

3.1.l.

is~U ... U~;
[i]
[iv]

12
~>
~

is the transitive reflexive closure of~;
is the equivalence relation generated by ~.

Ex.AMPLE

3.1.2.

(i)
a

a

'(iii]>
a

a

cm=:>>

a
b

(ii) Note how~
1Ill... 1 enables one to switch subgraphs x,y at the end of paths with the same history (abc
in the following example):
~

~

[iii]

(iii)

[iii]

==!>
[iv]

(iv)

i:::;::::::;> (the 6-n.f. of
a [iv]

(v)
a a
b

d

,,

FIGURE 8.

~> a

r'iJ. rii1>

a
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3.2. Connecting process graph equivalences with process graph transformations

PROOF.

(i) follows at once from the definitions.
(ii) We must only prove that the new nodes introduced in a fork does not generate new failure pairs
(see Figure 7 (ii)).
Case I.Let (oa,{bI>···•bn}) be the ready pair contributed by node tl> where n;;;a.I and the bi are not 8.
The ready pair of the new nodes is (oa, {b1>···,bn,C1>···•cm}). Hence the failure pairs contributed
by s are among those of t 1•
Case 2.n = I and b = 6. Then ( oa, 0) is the ready pair of t 1 so the failure pairs of t 1 are [oa,X], X kA
and again these cover the failure pairs of s.
Case 3.The cases where m = 1, c 1 =8 are trivial.
So in all cases the new failure pairs (of s) were already present as failure pairs of t 1• The part of <B[g]
which consists of successful traces, is invariant. 0
We will now prove the reverse implications in Proposition 3.2.1. To this end the ready normal form
0l(g) and the failure normal form 'iJ{g) will be defined. First we define a map y from the collection of
ready sets {§llfg] lge1Hl 6 } to 1Hl 6 :
DEFINITION.

3.2.2. (i) Let ge1Hl 6 have ready set §llfg]. Then

y(§llfg])

is the process graph with §llfg] U { 0} as set of nodes, with (£,X)E§llfg] as root, and with edges given
by
a

(o, {a} U X)~(oa, Y)
a
(o,{a}UX)~oa
6

(o,ifJ)~o

(whenever LHS, RHS E §llfg] U { 0 }).
(ii) 0l(g)=y(§l[g]) is the ready normal form form of g.
(iii) the convex closure cl(§llfg]) of §llfg] is obtained as the smallest set containing §llfg] and satisfying

(o,X),(o, YUZ)Ecl(§l[g]) ~ (o,XU Y)ecl(§llfg]).
(iv) '!J{g)=y(cl(§llfg])) is the failure normal form of g.
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3.2.3 Example. Let g be as in Figure 9(i). Then 'ill(g), 13{g-) are as in Figure 9(ii), (iii):
~

(e, {a})

(e, {a})

/~

I~

·l><l~ ·i~i~
(ab,{c})

cl

dl

abc

(i)

abd

aef

(ii)

abc

abd

f""
aef

(iii)

FIGURE

3.2.4

f'f})I?~f""

(ab,{d})

9.

PROPOSITION

(i) g(< [iJ-f~i)'ill(g)

(ii) g

(iii) g

~

13{g-)

~'ill(g)

(iv)g=~)

(v)

~13{g-))=13{g-).

(vi) g=.Rh => 'ill(g)=~h)
(vii) g='!fh°* 13{g)=<!J(h).
PROOF. (i) Ifs is a node of gEIHl 8 , o is a history of s if there is a path from the root of g to s yielding
the word o: We call g history unambiguous if each node in g has a unique history.
Now we apply the following graph transformation procedure on gEIHl 8 •
(1) First we make g history unambiguous by (backward) application of=>.
[ii)
(2) Next ~ is applied until no further 'crosses' can be added without merely doubling edges.

1 1
Ill

(3) Then the graph is normalised w.r.t. =>,=>. (This does not make further applications of=> pos[iJ [ii]
[iii)
sible.) Call the result of the procedure (1)-(3): R(g). Claim. R(g)='ill(g).
Proof of the claim. Ifs is a non-terminal node of R(g), let (o3 ,X9 ) be the ready pair contributed bys;
ifs is the terminal node of a successful trace, let 0 3 be that trace. Clearly (osoXs) resp. o3 depends
uniquely from s, by (1) of the procedure. Further, the ready set of g coincides with that of R(g), by
Proposition 3.2. l (i).
Hence <[>:si-+(o3 ,X3 ) resp. o3 is in fact a map to the node set of 'ill(g). It is even a bijection; for, if
there were nodes s,s' in R(g) with (03 ,X3 )= (os',Xs.) and s=/=s', then by (2) of the construction of R(g)
there are 'crosses' between each two steps a,a from s,s' respectively (see Figure 10):

x
FIGURE 10.

s
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But this means that s,s' determine isomorphic subgraphs and are hence in stage (3) of the construca
tion of R (g) identified, contradiction. Furthermore cp is an isomorphism: s~t iff
cp(s) = (o8 ,X8 ) = (03 ,{a} UKs}, cp(t)=(o3 a, Y)

for some X8 ,Xs, Y, iff
a

cp(s)

~

cp(t).

This ends the proof of the claim and thereby of part (i).
(ii). It is not hard to check that the graph which is (in the sense of y) determined by the convex closure of !iL[g], that is ~), arises from the graph ~(g) by applying forks and crosses until modulo
<~nothing new is added and then taking the normal form w.r.t. [i], [ii].
[i],[ii]

Hence it follows from (i) that g
(v) By definition 3.2.2,

~>~).

(ill), (iv): left to the reader.

~~))=~)means

y(01.[ y( c/(01.[g)))]) =y(c/(01.[g))),
which is equivalent to
01.[y(c/(01.[g)))J = c/(01.[g)).
So we must check that the set of ready pairs of the graph determined by the set of ready pairs
c/(01.[g]) is just c/(01.[g)) and this seems obvious. 0
(vi) g_'!R,h by definition means 01.[gJ=011hl Hence
(vii) Suppose g=Jh. Then by (iv): g~), h

vexly closed, we have
~)='l(h). 0
3.2.5
(i)

COROLLARY.

~)=='!R,f(h)

01(g)=y(01.[g))=y(01.[h))=~h).

<!f'l(h),

so~)

<!f'l(h). Since

(by Lemma 2.5.5). So (vi)

both~),

~~))=~'l(h)).

&f(h) are conHence by (v):

Let g,h ED-08. Then:

g~h iff g~ h
[i],[ii)

(ii) g=J.,h iff g ~ h
(i)-[iii)

(iii) g

<!fh iff g~ h

PROOF. (i) is (essentially) proved in [2] (Appendix) and also in [3] (Corollary 2.13): the proofs there
also take T-steps into account; after leaving out all mention of T-steps, the result follows.

(ii) The implication from right to left follows from Proposition 3.2. l(i). The other direction follows
from Proposition 3.2.4 (i), (vi).
(iii) Similar as (ii). 0
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4. AxlOMATISING THE EQUIVALENCES ON PROCESS GRAPHS
We will now use our analysis of ~,='If on the graph domain 0-0 8 to formulate complete axiom systems for these notions. First this will be done for the signature of +, · alone, later on (in 4.2) also
11,lL j ,on will be taken into account.

4.1. The case without communication
We start with the observation (whose proof is simple and omitted) that =§!., 'If are congruences on
0-0 8 ( + ,-) and hence can be factored out to yield 0-0 8( + ,-) / ==§l., 0-0 8( + ,-) / ~· These are the structures which we will now axiomatise.
We will prove that the axiom system BPA 8 +R l,2+S in Table 2. below is a complete axiomatisation for 0-0 8 ( +,·)/='If; after leaving out axiom S we have a complete axiomatisation for
D-Da( +,·)I-§!.·
REMARK. (i) The axioms Rl,2 and S (R for readiness, S for saturation) which are specific for failure
equivalence, appear already in BROOKES [8] in a slightly different form. BROOKES [8] considers also rsteps and presents as laws valid for failure equivalence in Proposition 1.3.6:
1. T(px +u)+r(µy +v) = T(px+µy +u)+T(px+µy +v)

2. µx +µy = µ(rx +ry)
(here µeA 8 U {r}; x,y,u,v are arbitrary processes), and in Proposition A.3 in [8]:
3. rx+ry = rx+ry+T(x +y)
4. rx+T(x +y +z) = rx+T(x +y)+T(x +y +z).
Clearly 1,2 imply Rl in Table 2 below; and using the r-law xr=x, also valid in failure semantics, one
also derives R2. Further, 3,4 together with 2 yield the pair

ax +ay = ax +ay +a(x +y)
ax +a(x +y +z) = ax +a(x +y)+a(x +y +z)
(where aeA 8 ) which is equivalent to axiom Sin Table 2.
(ii) For a comparison with the work of the DE NICOLA & HENNESSY [10], see Remark 7.2.3.
4.1.1. BPA 8 +R I,2+S is the axiom system displayed in Table 2.

x+y=y+x
(x +y)+z =x +(y +z)
x+x=x
(x +y)z =xz +yz
(xy)z =x(yz)
x+8=x
8x=8
a(bx +u)+a(by +v)=a(bx +by +u)+a(bx +by +v)
a(b +u)+a(by +v)=a(b +by +u)+a(b +by +v)
ax +a(y +z)=ax +a(y +z)+a(x +y)
TABLE

2.

Here a,b vary over AU {8};x,y,z,u,v are variables for processes.

Al
A2
A3
A4
AS
A6
A7
Rl
R2

s
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4.1.2 Connecting terms with process graphs.
Let Ter(BPA 8 ) be the set of closed terms m the signature of BPA 8 (= the signature of
BPA 8 +R l,2+S). We define tra.ns(e1.f:ionS
graph:

Ter(BPAa)~IHla

ter:

IHl 8 ~Ter(BPAa)

as follows. graph(T) is the process graph obtained by first normalizing T w.r.t. A4,6,7 in Table 2 and
second interpreting a, +, · as the corresponding 'one edge graphs' and operators +, · on IHl 8 •

EXAMPLE:
graph (a(b +c +8)d +8e +e8)=
graph (a(bd +cd)+e8)=

e

Further, to define ter(g) we first define tree(g) as the tree obtained from g by 'unsharing'.

EXAMPLE: if g is as in Figure 1l(i), then tree(g) is as in Figure 11 (ii):

c

a

e

(ii)

(i)
FIGURE

11.

Now we define ter(g) as the term corresponding in the obvious way with tree(g).
Example: if g is as above, then ter(g)=ace+b(de +ab).
4.1.3. REMARK. (i) Note that the detour via tree(g) is necessary since e.g. the graph g above is for no
term T equal to graph(T).
(ii) Further we note that ter,graph are 'almost' inverse to each other:
BPAa

I-

(ter 0 graph)(T)

=T

(graphoter)(g) ~ g

where ~ (bisimulation) coincides with

<~.
[i],[ii)
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4.1.4. TRANSFER LEMMA. Let g,h EIHla be such that g => h. Then

BPA 8 +R1,2 +S 1- ter(g)

= ter(h)
gc=•====~h

~I

3

Tl

I~~
T2

BPA

0

+Rl,2+S

FIGURE 12.

PROOF. A transformation g

=rff h (removing a double edge) 'translates' into an application of A3:

x+x=x.
A transformation g => h is invisible on the level of terms, i.e. ter(g) and ter(h) are identical terms.
[ii)
Next consider a transformation g => h, which consists of adding two edges in gas in Figure 13:
[iii)

FIGURE 13.

This translates to an application of Rl if the subtrees x,y are non-empty, and to R2 if one of these
subtrees is empty.
Finally, a transformation g '7 h (see also Figure 7) translates into an application of axiom S in
[1v)
Table 2. o
4.1.5. THEOREM. (i) BPA 8 +R 1,21- T 1 =T2 <=> graph(T 1) 6J.Uaph(T2).
(ii) BPAa+R l,2+S t- T 1 =T2 <=> graph(T 1)-6.fgraph(T2).
PROOF. We prove (ii); the proof of (i) is similar, noting that the proof of Lemma 4.1.4 shows that
=> is transferred to applications of axioms in BPA 8 + R l,2.

[i)-[iii)

Checking the soundness ( ==>) is routine and will not be done here.
The completeness (<==): suppose graph(T 1) GJgYaph(T2).
Then
graph(T 1) <#> graph(T2). Now by the Transfer Lemma 4.1.4 we have

BPAa+R l,2+S 1- (ter 0 graph)(T 1) = (ter 0 graphXT2)
and by Remark 4.1.3(ii):

BPAa+R1,2+S 1- T1 =T2. 0

by

Corollary

3.2.5:
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(i) If(~,£) is a specification (sometimes only written as E if the signature
then I (~,E) is its initial algebra.
(ii) !:::::'. defines isomorphism between algebras.

NOTATION.

~

is clear),

4.1.6. COROLLARY. (i) IHla(+,.)/ -'!it = l(BPAa+R 1,2)
(ii) IHl 8 (+,.)/ ~ '==' l(BPA 8 +R l,2+S). 0
4.2. The case with communication: the graph model of ACP,.
Finally we will prove the results above in the presence of communication. The operators II, lL
, 1.amaH on IHl 8 were already introduced in Section 1.2. They are the semantical counterparts of the
same operators in the axiom system ACP,, as in the upper part of Table 3, which presents the axiom
systemACP,+R l,2+S, and which extends our earlier axiom system BPA 8 +R l,2+S in Table 2.
As before, in Table 3 on the next page, a,b,c vary over A U {8}, and x,y,z,u, v vary over processes.
We want to prove that the initial algebra of ACP,+R l,2+S is isomorphic to the model of finite
acyclic graphs modulo failure equivalence -'if• called the graph model for ACP,+R l,2+S. To this
end we have first to prove that ='if is a congruence w.r.t. also the new operators 11,lL, I aH, aH. Once
we have this, and knowing from [3,6] (after leaving out all reference to T-steps) that there is the isomorphism
l(ACP,) ~ IHla(+,.,ll,lL, 1.aH,aH)/~
where~

is bisimulation (which coincides with<~> ; Corollary 3.2.5(i)), the derived isomorphism is
[i),[ii)

a consequence from some general facts which we will state now (in 4.2.1 ).
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x+y=y+x
x +(y +z)=(x +y)+z
x+x=x
(x +y)z =xz +vz
(xy)z =x(yz)
x+8=x
8x=8

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7

alb=bla

Cl
C2
C3

(a lb)lc =a l(b le)

81a=8
x llY =xlly +yllx +x ly
allx=ax
(ax)lly =a(xl[y)
(x +y)llz =xllz +yllz
(ax)lb =(a lb)x
a l(bx)=(alb)x
(ax)l(by)=(a lb)(xlty)
(x +y)lz=x lz +y lz
x l(y +z)=x ly +x lz

CMI
CM2
CM3
CM4
CMS
CM6
CM7
CMS
CM9

on(a)=a if afl.H
on(a)=8 if a EH
On(X +y)=on(x)+on(y)
on(xy)=on(x)·on(y)

DI
D2
D3
D4

an(b)=b if bfl.H
an(b)=a if bEH
an(x +y)=an(x)+an(y)
an(xy)=an(x)·an(y )
a(bx +u)+a(by +v)=a(bx +by +u)+a(bx +by +v)
a(b +u)+a(by +v)==a(b +by +u)+a(b +by +v)
ax +a(y+z)=ax +a(y +z)+a(x +y)

RNI
RN2
RN3
RN4
Rl
R2

s

ACPr+R 1,2+S
TABLE

3.

4.2.1. General intermezzo.
I.

expansion
A .............................................
...................._.... A*

•••
I
I

I

"'A*!:
FI-SURE 14.

= f Al:J*
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Let et be an algebra which on the one hand can be expanded to et• (i.e. enriched with new functions;
the domain is invariant) and on the other hand can be factored out via =, a congruence on &, to
et/=. Suppose moreover that= is also a congruence on et*. (See Figure 14.)
Then this expansion and factorisation are compatible (or commuting): et•/= equals (et/=)*.
II. Now let &, et*, et/ = (as in I) be isomorphic respectively to the initial algebras of the equational
specifications (~,E) (~ua,EUD), (~,EUF). Then it follows that (~ua,EUD) is
(1) a conservative extension of the 'base' specification (~,E) (i.e. no new identities between closed
terms in the base signature~ are provable from (~ua,EUD)), and
(2) moreover the extra operators in a can be eliminated.
conservative extension
<7E)with elimination property(~ U A,E U D)
(~,EUF)

III. Furthermore (and this is what we are interested in) we may conclude from the given isomorphisms that
et• 1= = (et/=)· ~ I(~ua,Eun uF)
where the last algebra is the initial algebra of the union of (~,EU F) and

(~ U A,E U D).

4.2.2. THEOREM. Let the initial algebras I(BPA 6 ) etc. as in Figure 15 (ii) of the axiom systems BPA 8
etc. as in Figure 15(i) be given. Furthermore, consider the graph models as in Figure 15(iii).
Then corresponding initial models and graph models are isomorphic. In particular:
l(ACP,+R l,2+S)-:::::= IHla(+,.,11,IL 1.aH,aH)/

6J

(ii)

(i)

. ACP,

BPAa

t
BPAa+Rl,2 ------?ACP,+Rl,2
!

i

!

BPAa+R 1,2+S ~ACP,+R l,2+S

I(BPAa)

in..m

exp

~/(ACP,)

!hom
l(BPA 6 +R 1,2)-- exp-+l(ACP,+R 1,2)
!hom
J1iom
I(BPA 6 +R 1,2+S)- exp_, I(ACP,+R l,2+S)

(iii)
IHla(+,.)/~ ------'e=xP----~ IHla(+,.,11,IL 1.aH,aH)/~

J.hom
!hom
IHla(+,.)/-ia1, _ _ ____.e=xP---~- IHla(+,.,ll,1L j,aH,aH)/=~
!hom
!hom
IHla( +,.)I = f' _ _ _ _e=XP----i>' IHla( +,.,II, IL 1. aH ,aH) I =6.f

FIGURE

PROOF.

Consider e.g.
BPAa

~

ACP,.

!
BPAa+R 1,2+S

15.
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the corresponding initial algebras I(BPAa) etc.
corresponding graph models

and the (by position in the diagram above)

exp

IHla(+,-)/~ --71Hla(+,-,ll,lL 1,aH,aH)/~

hom!
IHla( +,-)I -'if
By Corollary 4.l.6(ii) we have I(BPAa + R l,2+S) ~ IHl 8 ( +,-);-'if, and by results in [3,6] we have
l(BPAa) ~ IHla( +,-)/~and l(ACPr) = IHla( + ,-,11,ll, I,oH,aH) /~.
Therefore, by 4.2.1.III, it suffices to prove that ='if is a congruence w.r.t. the iiewoperators on IHl 8 in
order to conclude that I(ACPr+R l,2+S) ~ IHla(+,-,11,lL 1,aH,aH)!='!f· This is proved in the next
proposition. D
4.2.3. PROPOSITION. (i) Failure equivalence is a congruence w.r.t. the operatorsl,11,ll_,oH,aH on IHl 8 •
(ii) The same holds for ready equivalence.
PROOF.

(i) The case of aH. To prove: g='flz

~ oH(g)=~H(h).

By Corollary 3.2.5 it suffices to check that g=>h
Present no problem.

q:
[iii]

~ oH(g)~H(h).

The cases that

~

it is easy to verify that

is

q

[i]

or

~
[ii]

g['7]h ~ OH(g)=oH(h) or oH(g)[~]oH(h).
m

m

'7: As in the previous case, the effect of aH (renaming some atoms in g,h into 8 and 8-normalising the

[1v]

resulting graphs again) is such that either the same' fork can be inserted or oH(g)=oH(h).
(Note here that it is crucial not to have the following graphs g,h as failure equivalent:

h·~.

~tA

since
THE

a{b}

would yield a trace a8 in h but not in g.)

CASE OF

II. It suffices to prove:

g=>g' ~ gllh

'ifg'llh.

As above, only the cases [iii], [iv] (cross resp. fork) are of interest. In fact we will prove:
(1) g '7K' ~ gllh ~'llh,
1mj

1:mr

(2) ~.K' ~ gllh-'ifg'llh.
(iv]

(1): Due to the construction of a merge as a cartesian product with diagonal edges for communications (Figure 16 (i)), it is 'geometrically' clear (see Figure 16 (ii)) that inserting a cross in g
amounts to inserting several crosses (also possibly diagonal ones, depending on the communication
function) in the merge gllh. So gllh ~'11h.
PROOF OF

1iii]
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(i)

(ii)

b

Figure 16
PROOF OF

~'llh

(2). Under the assumption g'7K' we now prove gllh
[1vj

directly from the definition of

=CJ· So consider the addition in g of a fork which connects all successors of s 1 (see Figure 17) to
some of those of s 3 • I.e. the failure pairs contributed by the new node s 2 are contained in those of
s 1 • Then we must check that the new nodes (s 2 ,t} in g'llh caused by this addition, contribute no new
failure pairs. It is not hard to check that indeed the failure pairs of (s 2 ,t} are contained in those of
(s1>t) by some consideration of the outgoing edges of (s1>t) and (s 2 ,t). The precise verification is
omitted here.

h:

~--

~o

d

g:

d

FIGJRE 17.
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(ii) as (i), but simpler. 0

5. THE FAILURE MODEL OF ACPr
In the previous sections the notion of failure equivalence was introduced for the process graph
domain IHl 8 , and it was shown to be a congruence w.r.t. the operators of ACPr in 11-\la. The quotient
IHl 8 /-'if was shown to be a model of ACPn called the graph model of ACPr. Furthermore, a complete axiomatisation ACPr + R 1,2 + S was given for 'if in the sense of
l(ACPr+RI,2+S) ~ IHla/='!f·

Here IHl 8 /='!f is short for IHl 8 (+,·,ll,lL,l,on,an)/ ='!f· In this section we will provide an explicit
representation of the quotient structure IHla( + ;,ll,lL, I ,on,an) /='if• called the failure model of ACPr.
The model will shed more light into the structure of failures, and it will link our definitions with the
original work on failures in BROOKES, HOARE & ROSCOE [9].
5.1. The domain f offailure sets.
First we introduce the domain of failure sets, denoted by f. It consists of all finite subsets
F<;;A + U(A • X<3>(A))

which satisfy the following closure properties:
(i) [£, 0]EF
(ii) [0'10'2,0]EFimplies [01,0]EF
(iii) X <;; Y and (a, Y]EF imply (a,X]EF
(iv) [a,X]EF and [a,XU {a }]~F imply oa EF or [oa, 0]EF
(v) aaEFimplies [a, 0]EF.
For failure sets F c;;A * X <3>(A) not involving any traces a EA + these are exactly the closure properties
postulated in [9]. Our reasons for allowing also (successful, non-empty) traces a to appear in failure
sets Fis that they allow a direct definition of sequential composition without using (and later hiding
again) an extra action
coding the event of successful termination as in [9].
Next we define the operations +,.,ll,lL,I, on,an of ACPr directly on f. For F,GEf we put

y

(i) F+G = {[£,X] I [£,X]EFnG}

U {a I aEFUG} U {[a,X] I o::/=d\ [a,X]EFUG}
In its first steps F + G can refuse only those actions which can be refused by both F and G. In all
subsequent steps F + G behaves like FU G.
(ii) F·G = {[a,X] I [a,X]EF}

U {0102 I a1 EF/\a2EG}
U {[a1 a2,X] I a1 EF /\[a2,X]EG}
F·G first behaves like F and after successful termination of Fin a trace a 1 continues to behave like G.

(iii) FllG = {a I 3a1 EF,a2 EG: aEa1 lla2}

U {[a,X] I 3[a1>Y]EF,[a2,Y]EG:aEa1lla2 /\X=Y-{(alb) I a,b~Y}}
where a 1lla2 is the set of traces in A+ defined inductively by:
aa1

II

ba2 = a-(a1 llba2) U b"(aa1 lla2)
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ao 1 11 b = a"(oillb)U{baoi}U[alb]·{oi}
a

II

bo2 = {abo2}Ub"(al102)U[alb]-{02}

a II b ={ah:,ba} U[albJ
with
_ {{(alb)}
0
[albJ -

if alb =1=8
ifalb = 8

Thus o 1llo2 is the set of successful traces resulting from merging and communicating with OJ and o2.
Note that FllG refuses an action c only if both F and G can refuse c and if it is impossible to obtain c
as the result of a communication of two actions a and b which are not refused by F and G, respectively. This is the intuitive rationale behind the clause for [o,X] in the definition of FllG. Clearly,
FlLG and FIG are just variations of FllG differing only in their first actions.
(iv) FlLG = {o I 3oJ EF,02EG: oE0JlL02}

u {[€,X) I [E,X)

E

F}

U {[o,X] I o::j::d\3[oi.Y]EF,[oz,Y]EG: 0EoJlL02/\X=Y-{(alb)la,bf,l:Y}}
where OJ lLo2 is the set of traces in A + defined inductively by:
aoJ lLo2 = a·(oJ 1102)

alL02 = {aoz}.

(v) FIG = {o I 301 EF,02 EG: 0Eoilo2}
U {[£,X] I 3[

E

.

,Yi)EF,[£,¥"2)EG: X(;;;A-{(alb)laflY 1 /\ h f.l:Y 2}}

where o 1lo2 is the set of traces in A + defined inductively by:
aailbo2 = [albJ-(oJ 1102)
ao1lb = [alb]-{oi}
albo2 = [alb]-{02}
alb = [albJ.

a

(vi) H(F) = { o I oEF does not contain any a EH}

U {[o,XU Y] I [o,X]EF,o does not contain any a EH, and Y (;;;H}.
In dH(F) only those traces are successful which do not contain any a EH, and the actions in H can be
refused at any moment.
(vii) aH(F) = {aH(o) I oEF}

U {[aH(o),X] I aEX /\ [o,XUH)EF}
U {[aH(o),X] I af,i!;X /\ [o,X-H]EF}
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where the renaming operator an is applied pointwise to the elements in a. A set X can be refused by
an(F) if ai{ 1(X) = {b I 3cEX: an(b) = c} can be refused by F.
The definitions of + and · above are as for D and ; in BROOKES, HOARE & RoscoE [9]. The
definition of II differs from that of [9] due to the different communication format in ACPr. The
operators lL I ,an ,an are not present in [9].

5.2. The failure model.
The failure model of ACPr is now given by the structive f( +,-,ll,ll.l,Cln,an).

5.2.1.

THEOREM. The failure

model of ACPr is isomorphic to the graph model of ACPr:

B-fls (+,-,ll,ll,l,Cln,an) /=F
PROOF.

~

f(+,-,ll,ll,l,Cln,an)

Consider the mapping

'?f: B-fls

~

f

introduced in Section 2.2. It is clear that §"is well-defined, i.e. that
Also, by Definition 2.2.3.,
g =9:h

[g] Ef holds for every g EB-fls.

if! f'[g] = ~[h]

for all g,h EB-fls. Thus 'f' is also well-defined and injective as a mapping

Cf' : B-fls I

=er ~ f

(which, par abus de language, we denote also with~- 'Fis surjective and behaves homomorphically
over the operations +,-,ll,ll,l,Cln ad an. The proofs of these facts are tedious but follow in a
straightforward way from the definitions of these operators on graphs (in 1.2) and the definitions of
the corresponding operators on f (in 5.1). We will not spell out these proofs. Thus 5='is the required
isomorphism from
IHls(... ) to f(... ).D

6. ACPr WITH 1-1 COMMUNICATION

As a preparation for the subsequent section we now introduce some additional structure on the alphabet As and the communication function I : As X As~As of ACPr.
6.1. 1 - 1 communication.
First we assume that A (with typical elements a,bEA) is partitioned into A = C (JI where C (with
typical elements c,dEC) is the set of communicating actions and I (with typical elements i,jE/) is the
set of internal actions. The set I will serve as an auxiliary tool for the communication function I·
Secondly, we denote by a(x ), the alphabet of x, the set of non-6 actions occurring in the closed
ACPr-term x. E.g. a(a6 + cd) = {a,c,d}. In subsequent results we will usually be interested in terms
x with a(x)CC, i.e. not involving internal, auxiliary actions. Formally, the alphabet of a closed
ACPr- term x is defined by first eliminating the operators ll,ll,l,Cln,an from x, using the axioms of
ACPr. (This is possible by virtue of an elimination theorem to this effect proved in [7] for ACP; the
extra operators an in ACPr present no problem.) The resulting closed term x' contains only the 'basic
constructors' + and ·,and we may further suppose that x' contains no subterm of the form (p + q)r
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(by some applications of axiom A4 of ACPn see Table I); that is, x' uses only prefix multiplication.
Now we define a(x) to be a(x'), where a(x') is defined by the following clauses, using induction on
the structure of x':

a(8)

=

0

a(a) = {a} (aEA)
a(8x) = 0
a(ax) = {a}Ua(x) (aEA)
a(x

+ y)

= a(x)Ua(y).

(That a(x) is indeed well-defined in this way, follows from the confluency property of the rewriting
procedure used in obtaining x' from x. This fact is for A CP also proved in [7] and is easily carried
over to ACP,.)
6.1.1.

LEMMA.

For closed terms x,y over ACP, with a(x),a(y)CC

oc(xl[y) = oc(x[y)
holds.
PROOF. It suffices to show that oc(xlLy)

x = """ex
"""'

i

I

I

+

.....,d.
"""'

j

J

with c;A·EC, and with the empty
Thus

xlLy

sum~

denoting 6.

= ~c; (x;l[y) = ~dj j
j

i

which implies

= 8. Recall that x can be normalized in ACPr to

ac (x [Ly) =

6. D

For I we now assume 1-1 communication, i.e. that there is a bijection cp:c~c such that clcf>(c)E/
for every cEC, and alb = 6 otherwise. Note that clcf>(c)E/ implies clcf>(c) =t= 8.
Next, we show that the definitions of parallel composition used in CCS and CSP are typical examples for 1-1 communication.

6.2. Milner's parallel composition ll'!l!L in CCS [14]

c

Milner stipulates a bijection - :c~c on communicating actions satisfying = c. Here c is called the
matching action of c. In addition to communicating actions Milner uses a symbol 'T'to denote the socalled silent action. (We will write here:;. not to confuse Milner's'T'with the somewhat different role
of T in ACP .. [3,6].) In [14] the semantics of ll'!l!L is defined operationally by means of transitions.
Informally, x II~ is given by a nondeterministic interleaving of x and y, plus the communication of x
and y via matching actions which then yield T as a result.
Is is easy to express this idea in ACP, with 1-1 communication : take

I

= {7-} , cp(c) = c and clc = 7-.

Then we put
xii~ = df xl[y.

Note that as soon as one component of ll'!l!L terminates, the other component proceeds on its own. E.g.
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cll~cd = ccd

+ c(cd + de) + 1-d.

Let in the following "CCS" stand for ACPr where 11 realizes
above.

II~

by taking I,q, and

I as

described

6.3. Hoare's parallel composition llx in CSP [9]
In [9] Hoare proposes an operation llx modelling full synchronization with symmetric communication.
We may introduce this operation to ACPr by the following set of axioms:

(x +y)llxz
xllx(y+z)
axllxby
allxby
axllxb
allxb

=xllxz + yllxz
=xllxY + xllxz
=8a,b-CxllxY)
. =8a,b·8
=8a,b·8
=8a,b

FSl
FS2
FS3
FS4
FS5
FS6
I

TABLE

where 80 ,b

= a if a

= b and a EC, and 80 ,b

4

= 8 otherwise.

6.3.1. REMARK. Axioms FS 1 - FS6 specify a unique and totally defined binary operation llx on closed
terms of ACPr.
Note that by the axioms FS4 and FS5 the succesful termination of xllxY requires joint succesful termination of its components x,y. E.g.

cd llx cd

= cd , but cd llx cde = cd8.

We show that llx can be expressed in ACPr with 1-1 communication. Let C
take
·
I

where

= {c I CEC} ' q,(c) = c and c I c =

care new copies of the actions in C.

= {ci. ... ,cn}·

Then we

c

6.3.2. PROPOSITION. For closed terms x,y of ACPr with a(x),a(y)k;C

xllxY = C1(Clc (xl[y))
holds where C1 abbreviates the composite renaming operator C1 = c 1{c,} 0 ••• ° Cn{c.}·
PROOF. By Remark 6.3.1 it suffices to show that C1(Clc(xl[y)) satisfies the axioms FSl - FS6 for all
closed terms with alphabet in C. This proof is simplified by the fact that

(*)C1(Clc(xl[y))

= C1(Clc(x[y))

holds due to Lemma 6.1.1.
Now it is clear that the distributioity of
(with a,bEC) can be calculated as follows:

axllxby = C1(Clc(axllby))

+

over l,Clc and C1 implies FSl and FS2. Axiom FS3

= C1(Clc(axjby))

= C1(Clc((ajb)·(xlly)) = 8 ,b·C1(Clc(xlly))
0

= 8a,b·(xll'.JO').
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FS4 - FS 6 are verified analogously. 0
Let in the following "CSP" stand for ACP, with the parallel composition llx (as axiomatized above)
replacing II, IL and I·
7. MAxlMAL TRACE RESPECTING CONGRUENCE
is a congruence w.r.t. the
In Section 4 (Proposition 4.2.3) it was shown that failure equivalence
operators of ACP,. In this section we will prove that for ACP, with 1-1 communication failure
equivalence is in fact the maximal trace respecting congruence. But first let us introduce the relevant
concepts.

='if

7.1. Preliminaries
be a signature with Ter(~) denoting the set of closed terms over~- By Ter(~) m we denote the
set of terms over ~ with ~ as free variable. These terms are called contexts and are typically written as
Let~

<:fa.
Let 5 k

Ter(~).

x

A congruence for <5" is an equivalence relation

=

y implies (ix]

=ttY]

for all terms x,yE5 and contexts
respecting if

CfaETer(~)m

= on ~ such that

with Cfx],tt>']E5. A congruence

= for 5 is trace

= y implies trace (x) = trace (y)
for all x,y E5. A trace respecting congruence = for <5" is called maximal if for all x,y E <5"
x

x

;jE

y

implies that there exists some context (ifilE Ter
(tt>']).
7.1.1. PROPOSITION. For each <5" k
unique.
PROOF. Uniqueness: Suppose
Then for some x,yE5we have

=

1

Ter(~)

and

2

(~)m

with Cfx], tt>']E5 and trace

(Cfx])~

trace

the maximal trace respecting congruence for 5 exists and is

are different maximal trace respecting congruences on 5.

x =1Y , but x ;iE2- y.

=

Since 1 is a trace respecting congruence on ~ trace (Cfx]) = trace (tt>']) holds for every context
CffilE Ter (~) m with Cfx],tt>']E5. But this contradicts the maximality of =z.

=·

a binary relation on ~ as follows:
Existence: Define
x=y iff for every context CffilE Ter (~) m with (ix J,ttY ]E~ trace (Cfx]) = trace (tlY]) holds.
It is easy to see that

0

= is a trace respecting congruence for <5"; maximality follows from its definition.
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7.2. A characterisation offailure equivalence.
Let us now tum to ACPr. We write Ter(ACPr) instead of Ter (~). From Section 4 we know that
failure equivalence ='!f is a trace respecting congruence for Ter(ACPr) (For the sake of convenience,
we have identified here the semantical notion ='!f with the equivalence induced by ='if on Ter(ACPr)
via the correspondence between process graphs and terms, explained in Section 4.1.) Thus for ACPr
in general we have
='!fk-max

with -max denoting the maximal trace respecting congruence for Ter(ACPr)· If we specialize ACPr
to the case of 1-1 communication, we can actually prove
='!f

= =max

and thus arrive at a very pleasing characterization of failure equivalence:
7.2.1. THEOREM. Consider ACPr with 1-1 communication. Then failure equivalence ='if is the maximal trace respecting congruence for the set <5"c of all closed terms x over A CPr with alphabet a(x) k: C.
PROOF.

Suppose x;ji!;'!fy, i.e. <J(xD

=I= <J(yD holds for x,yE<5'c. If trace (x) =I= trace (y), the trivial con-

text

wil do. Suppose now that trace (x)
there exists a failure pair [o,X] with

= trace (y) holds.

Because of x;ji!;'!fY we can assume w.l.o.g. that

[o,X]E<J{xD , it:<Bl(yD.
By the definition of <F. [o,X]E<J{xD implies that there exists some ready pair (o,z)E~xD with
Xk:Z

Note that Z =I= 0. Suppose we had (o, 0)E~xl
Then o6E trace (x) = trace (y) and (o, 0)E0!.[yl
Thus [o,C]E<J{yD and therefore also [o,X]E<J{xl Contradiction.
Trace equivalence of x andy implies that there exists a ready pair (o,Y)E~yD with Y=/=0. Again
by the definition of <F. [o,XDit:<J(yD implies that for every such ready pair (o, Y)E~yD there exists
some
dEXn Y.
Consider now a context of the form

where we take I = {i 1'···, in}, c 1'···,cn EC, 4> the bijection describing the 1-1 communication in A CPr
and 4>(o) the result of applying 4> pointwise to o. Note that C{~ is uniquely determined by x and y
except for the choice of the CJ> ••• ,cn in the renaming operators. Note that indeed C{x], E[y]E<5c due to
the presence of operators ac and cj(ii} in C{~. We claim now that
(c1<;,} 0 ••• °Cn{i.J) (o I 4>(0))"6 E trace (C{x]), Et: trace (E[y])
where o I 4>(o) is understood by applying I pointwise too and 4>(o).
To prove this claim we first state a general observation about ready sets ~z D of closed terms z over
ACPr. Leto = a 1••• am and Z = {b1'···,bn}· Then
(o,Z)

E

~zD
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iff there exist X1>···•Xm,y1,.··•Yn
ACPr

1-

E

Ter (ACPr) with

X = a1(a2 ... (am(b1Y1 + ... +b,J!n)+xm)... +x2)+x1.

This observation is obvious from Sections 3 and 4.
Next we recall from Lemma 6.1.l that due to the encapsulation oc we can replace the general
parallel composition II in Etfil by the communication operator I which enforces SJEChronization.
Combining these two facts, it is easy to calculate that (o,Z) E <iill[x] with X!:Z yields
(cJ{i,} 0 ••• °Cn{i.J} (a I 4>(0))·8

E

trace (E{x]).

Suppose now that this trace is also present in trace (czy]). Since ACPr allows only 1-1 communication, there exists a history oEC* such that every ready pair (a, Y)E<iill[y] satisfies Xn Y= 0. Contradiction. This finishes our proof. D
Recalling from the proof that the trace separating contexts were either trivial, i.e.

or of the form

for some closed term z over ACPr and arbitrary cI>····CnEC (with I={i1>···•in}), we can state the following:
7.2.2. COROLLARY. The theorem (7.2.1) remains valid
sense of Section 6.2 resp. 6.3.

if we

replace ACPr by "CCS" or "CSP" in the

Thus Theorem 7.2:1 gives a uniform argument for the communication mechanisms of both "CCS"
and "CSP".
7.2.3 REMARK. (Comparison with the work of de NICOLA & HENNESSY [10].)
We have proved that (under a restricted communication format) processes are failure equivalent if
and only if they cannot be separated by any context where "separated" refers to the criterion of having different traces. This characterisation is easy to understand as it involves only the notions of trace
and context. It is interesting to compare our result with a somewhat related result in (10]. (Though
the settings are quite different: here finite processes in ACPn there CCS with recursion, T-steps and an
additional constant 0 for the undefined state).
De NICOLA & HENNESSY [10] set up a notion of testing and consider two processes p and q as
equivalent if and only if they pass exactly the same tests. This idea of testing is very appealing; the
formal definitions, however, are somewhat more technical. Roughly, a test t is itself a process, and
testing another process p essentially means running p and t in parallel (in the sense of CCS):
pll~t.

(*)

The definition of passing a test involves a special action w indicating success. In fact, three variants of
passing a test are studied in (10], each leading to a different notion of equivalence on processes.
So individual processes p are tested in [10]. Using this terminology, our approach might be interpreted as testing pairs (p,q) of processes on trace equivalence. A test is here simply an arbitrary context Etfil. It is now very interesting that for the second equivalence ~2 of [10] both ideas of testing
seem to agree. According to [10] ~ 2 coincides with the failure equivalence for the class of strongly
convergent CCS terms. Roughly, the finite ACPr processes with II~ as parallel composition (cf. Section
6) are in this class. So ~ 2 is at least very close with ='!J", the maximal trace respecting congruence. A
hint why these two approaches might agree can be found in the proof of Theorem 7.2.1: there we see
that it (essentially) suffices to consider restricted contexts of the form
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(.'.{fil = pllz

(**)

which now resemble the test(*) of [10].
Summarizing, we find the notion of a maximal trace respecting congruence somewhat simpler than
the definition of test in [10], though both ideas seem to agree for the restricted class of processes studied in this paper.
Finally, a comparison between the complete axiom system for :::::::-2 in [10] (leaving out the recursion
part, the T-part and the 0.-part) is not entirely straightforward, since [10] decomposes the
equivalence ~2 in a pre-order~ and gives an axiomatisation for that pre-order. However, our axioms
Rl,2 and S (which form the part of ACP, specifically concerned with axiomatising failure
equivalence) are immediate consequences of the proof of system of De NICOLA and HENNESSY in [10]:
(1) Axiom Sin Table 3: ax +a(y +z)=ax +a(y +z)+a(x +y) implies ax +ay=ax +ay +a(x +y)
by
taking
z =y;
this
is
(D5)
in
[10].
Further,
(S)
implies
ax +a(x +y +z)=ax +a(x +y +z)+a(x +y) by replacingy in (S) by x +y. This is (D6) in [10].
Vice versa, (S) follows from (D 5,6):

ax+a(Y +z) =

(D5)

ax+a(Y +z)+a(x +y +z) =

(D6)

ax+a(Y +z)+a(x +y +z)+a(x +y)

=

(D5)

ax+a(Y +z)+a(x +y).
(2) Axiom (Rl): a(bx +u)+a(by +v)= a(bx +by +v)+a(bx +by +u) is derived from the axiom
system in [10] as follows.

bx+T(by +v) = T(bx +by +v)

(N3)

by+T(bx +u) = T(bx +by +u)

(N3)

bx +by +T(by +v)+T(bx +u)

= T(bx +by +v)+T(bx +by +u)

bx+T(bx +u) = T(bx +u)

(D9)

by+T(by+v) = T(by+v)

(D9)

T(by +v)+T(bx +u) = T(bx +by +v)+T(bx +by +u)
a[T(by +v)+T(bx +u)]

= a[T(bx +by +v)+T(bx +bu +u)]

a(by +v)+a(bx +u) = a(bx +by +v)+a(bx +by +u).

(NI)

Here Nl,3 and D9 are axioms in [10].
(Axiom (R2): a(b +u)+a(by +v) = a(b +by +v)+a(b +by +u) would be rendered in [10] as an
instance of (Rl):

a(bNIL+v)+a(bx +u)

= a(bNIL+by+v)+a(bNIL+b y+u).)
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8. PROCESSES WITH RECURSION AND ABSTRACTION: BISIMULATION VERSUS FAILURE
EQUIVALENCE

8.1. Preliminaries.
In the preceding sections we have been exclusively concerned with the failure semantics for finite
processes without abstraction, i.e. not involving r-steps. In this section we will set aside that restriction and comment also on infinite (recursive) processes with abstraction, as regards bisimulation and
failure equivalence. The crucial point is the way in which infinite sequences of r-steps in a process are
treated.
In the failure semantics proposed in BROOKES, HOARE and ROSCOE [9], all processes having an
infinite r-sequence from the root are set equal (to the process CHAOS). The notion of bisimulation is
more discriminating. The advantage is that process models obtained by bisimulation equivalence
satisfy a useful abstraction principle: Koomen's fair abstraction rule (KFAR) as introduced in [4].
Roughly, this rule gives a way of simplifying processes by elimination of (some) infinite r-sequences.
This elimination can be understood as fairness of (visible) actions over silent r-steps. A more precise
description is given below. (Of course, setting all processes having an infinite r-sequence from the root
equal to CHAOS also eliminates infinite r-sequences, but then all information is lost.)
Since KFAR is a very useful tool for system verification (e.g. in [4] it was used to verify an alternating bit protocol), it is natural to ask whether KFAR is also compatible with the somewhat simpler
failure semantics. More precisely, one can ask whether there exists a process model which for finite
processes agrees with the failure semantics and for infinite processes satisfies KFAR. Rather surprisingly it turns out that such a model does not exist. To prove this result, we will formulate a set of
assumptions embodying failure semantics and KFAR, and derive an inconsistency. Formally, the
inconsistency arises from the following extension of the axiom system considered above:
ACPr+R l,2+S+
Milner's r-laws + axioms for abstraction operators +
KFAR+
RSP (recursive specification principle).
Here RSP is the assumption that guarded systems of recursion equations have a solution, which is
moreover unique.
Now by virtue of our axiomatic approach we can pinpoint the origin of the inconsistency derived
below with some accuracy. It turns out that the failure of KFAR in failure semantics holds already in
ready semantics, and moreover that communication does not play a role in the inconsistency. That is,
the inconsistency already appears in the subsystem
BPA + T 1+TI1 - 5 + R I+ KFAR + RSP
which we will explain now. BPA, for basic process algebra, consists of the axioms Al-5 of ACPr which
specify the properties of + and ·. TI is the simplest of Milner's r-laws [14] (see Table 5 below).

'"
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x+y=y+x
x+x=x
(x +y)z=xz +yz
(xy)z=x(Yz)

Al
A2
A3
A4
A5

xT=x

TI

T1(T)=T
T1(a)=a if aflf
T1(a)=T if a El
T1(x +y)=T1(x)+T1(y)
T1(xy)=T1(x)T1(Y)

TII
TI2
TI3
TI4
TI5

(x +y)+z=x +(Y +z)

TABLE 5. BPA+Tl+Til -5.
In addition, Table 5 ,

.. contains axioms TII-5; these specify the abstraction operators

I kA is a set of internal actions as simple renaming operators (cf. [5] and [6]).

T1

where

Rl is the axiom for the readiness semantics (see Table 3):

a(bx +u)+a(by +v) = a(bx +by +u)+a(bx +by +v)
The recursive specification principle RSP states that guarded systems E of recursive equations have
unique solutions (see [4] or [I]):
'
E(xi..:.,xn),E(Y1,···•Yn), E guarded

x1=Y1
Informally, 'guarded' means that every recursive occurrence of x; in E is preceded by an action
different from T. For example, the system

x 1 = ax 2 +bx 2
X2 = c(x1 +x2)+d
is guarded and thus has a unique solution.
We will now explain KFAR. For each n;;;ai:I, we have a version KFARn. KFAR 1 is as follows:
X =ix +y (i E/)
T1(x)=T T1(y)
0

The premiss of KFAR 1 says that x has an infinite i-trace; see Figure 18. Now KFAR 1 expresses the
fact that x makes fair choices along its infinite i-trace, i.e. performing x entails at most finitely many
choices against y.
x:

FIGJRE 18.
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We may note here the necessity of the abstraction operator T1 in KFAR 1 : From x = TX +y it does not
follow that x=T·T1(Y), since the equation x =Tx +y has infinitely many solutions (see [5] or [6]).
The version of KFAR for n =2 is
X1

=ix2+Y1> x2=jx1 +y2 (i,jEl)
T1(X1)=T·T1(Y1 +y2)

In the general formulation of KFARn the premiss displays an "I-cycle" of length n. For a precise formulation we refer to [4] or [1].
Note that except for KFAR all assumptions in BPA.,.+Tll-5+Rl+RSP are valid for failure
semantics. To see that the T-laws Tl-3 (of which only the first one is needed for the derivation of the
contradiction below) are valid for failure semantics, we refer to BROOKES [8] who gives axioms
describing failure semantics for finite processes involving T-steps; these axioms imply the T-laws.

8.2. The incon sistency offailure semantics with KFAR
We will now derive the announced contradiction. It is important to notice that this contradiction is

entirely insensitive to how failure semantics works with processes that contain T-steps.
Consider the following systems of guarded recursion equations:
x = ax1 +ax2

E 1 x 1 = c+bx 2
{ X2 = d+bx1
and
y = ay1 +ay2
E2 Y1 = c+by1
{Y2 = d+by2.

The systems EI>E 2 have solutions x,y which can be depicted as in Figure 19:

x:

FIGURE 19

a

y:
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CLAIM: x and y are failure equivalent.
Intuitively this may be clear since (as demonstrated in Section 3.1) axiom Rl amounts to placing
'crosses'; from the graphs for x,y above we can thus obtain equivalent graphs as in Figure 20. These
two graphs are in fact identical.

y:

FIGURE

20.

Formally: PROOF OF THE CLAIM. Consider the system E 3 of guarded recursion equations:
z = az1 +az2

E3 z1 = c +bz1 +bz2
{
z 2 = d +bz 1+bz 2.
(This system corresponds with the graph in Figure 20.) Now

x =ax1 +ax2 =a(c +bx 2)+a(d +bx 1 )=(by R I)
a(c +bx2 +bx1)+a(d +bx1 +bx2)=az'1 +az'2
where

Further,
z'1 =c +bx 2+bx1 =c +b(d +bx 1)+b(c +bx 2)=
(by R 1) c +b(bx 1+bx 2 +c)+b(bx 1+bx2 +d)=

c +bz'1 +bz'2,
and likewise
z'2 = d+bz'1 +bz'2.
So (x,z'i.z'2 ) satisfies E 3 • A similar computation shows that (y,z~,z;) where z'; =c +by 1+by 2 and
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z; =d +by 1+by 2 satisfies E 3 • Hence by RSP,
(x,z'i.z~) =

(y,z'{ ,z;) = (z,z i.z 2 ),

in particular x = y. This proves the claim.
In order to derive the inconsistency we will abstract from b, by means of T{b}• in x and y. This
yields corresponding process graphs as in Figure 21.

T {b}

T {b}

(x):

(y) :

FIGURE 21.

Next we apply KFAR on T{b}(x) and T{b}(y) and obtain a(c +d) resp. ac +ad. This can be seen
graphically: KFAR shrinks the infinite T-traces to a point, obtaining the graphs as in Figure 22.

T {b}

(x):

a

T {b}

(y):

a

FIGURE 22.

Formally:
T{b}(x) = T{b}(ax1 +ax2)=a.T{b}(x1)+a.T(b}(xz).
Further, x 1=bx2+c, x2=bx1 +dyields by KFAR2:
T{b}(x1) = T.T(b}(c +d)=T(c +d)
T(b}(x2) = T.T(b}(c +d)=T(c +d)
Hence from(*):

T(b}(x)=aT(c +d)+aT(c +d)= (by TI in Table 5)
a(c +d)+a(c +d)

= a(c +d).

(*)
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Next consider y:

T(b}(Y) = a.T(b}(Y1)+a.T(b}(Y2)

(**)

Now y 1=by 1+c yieldsbrKFAR 1 :T{b}(Y1)=Tc; similarly T(b}(Y2)=Td. Hence from(**):
T{b}(Y) =

aTc+aTd=ac +ad.

So, since x =y, we have proved a(c +d)=ac+ad.
equivalent.

But a(c +d) and ac +ad are not failure
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